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Highlights
 We propose a novel class center-based method to narrow the discriminations of HR domain

and LR domain by sharing the classifier, instead of the sample-based method.
 We enforce the losses between HR and LR intermediate layers to reduce their domain gap

and adopt max-pooling operation on intermediate features to enhance the performance.
 Experiments on LFW and SCface validate the effectiveness of our method.
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Abstract

Face images in real Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) are usually with low res-

olution, which remarkably deteriorates the performance of existing face recog-

nition algorithms and hinders the application of face recognition. The main

technical focus of this issue, matching between high-resolution (HR) and low-

resolution (LR) face images has attracted significant attention. In order to

better address this problem, we propose a Classifier Shared Deep Network with

Multi-Hierarchy Loss (CS-MHL-Net) for low-resolution face recognition (LRFR)

in this paper. Firstly, considering that contrastive loss and its variants are not

conducive to the convergence of network and the reduction of discrepancy, a

shared classifier between HR and LR face images is proposed to further nar-

row the domain gap between HR and LR by sharing the corresponding weights

which can be seen as the class center. Secondly, to fully exploit intermediate

features and loss constraints, we embed multi-hierarchy loss into intermediate

layers, with the target of reducing the distances between HR and LR intermedi-

ate features after max pooling and avoiding the decreasing of accuracy caused

by over-utilization of intermediate features. Experimental results on LFW and

IFully documented templates are available in the elsarticle package on CTAN.
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SCface demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method.

Keywords: low-resolution face recognition; classifier shared deep network;

multi-hierarchy loss; intermediate features

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved great success in many

fields such as object classification [1, 2], scene understanding [3, 4], and action

recognition [5]. Most importantly, CNNs have greatly improved the perfor-

mance of face recognition [6, 7, 8, 9] in recent years, which laid the founda-5

tion for face recognition in real applications. Current accuracy of the-state-of-

the-art face recognition algorithms has achieved more than 99% on the LFW

database [10]. However, in reality, the qualities of images captured by surveil-

lance videos are severely affected by different image resolutions. The recognition

accuracy dropped severely when identifying extremely low-resolution images. In10

this paper, we will focus on improving the performance of low-resolution face

recognition (LRFR) which has made progress and many more [11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18].

This paper focuses on the matching problem between low-resolution (LR)

face images and high-resolution (HR) face images. How to make the network15

extracting discriminative features of LR face images and narrowing the domain

gap between HR and LR are the main directions to improve the performance

of LRFR. There are many traditional works [14, 19, 20, 13, 21, 22, 23, 24, 18,

15, 25, 26] making contributions to the improvement of LRFR. Some of these

works [14, 13, 21, 19] focus on transforming the LR images to HR images and20

promoting the recognition accuracy through the reconstructed LR images. The

other works [19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 18, 15, 25, 26] pay more attention to the process

of extracting the LR features and narrow the distances between LR features and

HR features.

In recent years, deep learning has become the mainstream to improve the25

performance of low-resolution face recognition. There are also many works
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optimizing the features of LR images [27, 28, 11, 12, 29, 30, 31, 32]. These works

adopt many measures to adjust the LR networks approaching the HR network

to promote the recognition accuracy between HR images and LR images. Many

classic super-resolution methods [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] focus on transforming LR30

images to HR images, which can also be applied to improve the quality of LR

images. For very low resolution face images, super-resolution methods can not

reconstruct the LR images well [18, 34], and the highest downsampling multiple

is usually eight. In spite of the limit of super-resolution methods, the ideas of

super-resolution methods can be learned to improve the LRFR.35

It is worthing to mention that all above deep learning methods that adjusting

LR network to approach HR network are inspired by sample-based approaches

which are not naturally lead to the reduction of the differences between HR

and LR domain. Sample-based method narrows the gap between HR features

and LR features intuitively, but the final recognition accuracy of LR images is40

highly related to the selected strategies of samples. In addition, the sample-

based method is local and does not consider the whole class compactness. To

improve the defects in sample-based method, in this paper, we propose a class

center-based method and make full use of the intermediate feature maps of

the network to further narrow the domain gap between HR and LR, which are45

implemented by classifier shared network and multi-hierarchy loss functions,

respectively. Center-based method fixes the centers of LR features and HR

features to reduce the differences, which is not dependent on the selecting of

samples and can consider the whole optimization of classes. In subsection 3.2.1,

we adopt a toy experiment to compare the sample-based method and center-50

based method intuitively, and in section 4, we present the superiority of center-

based method. To further improve the recognition accuracy of LR images, the

intermediate features of LR network are applied to narrow the gap between LR

features and HR features further.

The overview of CS-MHL-Net proposed in this paper is shown in Fig.1. The55

main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We propose a novel class center-based method to narrow the discrimi-
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Figure 1: The overview of CS-MHL-Net. The gray color represents fixed parameters, and the

blue and light orange color represent what we will fine-tune. HR network and LR network

share the same classifier, which is the light orange color. The green and yellow parallelograms

represent the intermediate layer which we will apply multi-hierarchy loss functions and the

features applied contrastive loss respectively.
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nations of HR domain and LR domain by sharing the classifier, instead of the

sample-based method, such as contrastive loss [38, 39]. Additionally, we also

apply the contrastive loss to the input map of the classifier to further improve60

the LRFR performance.

2) We enforce the losses between HR and LR intermediate layers to reduce

their domain gap and adopt max-pooling operation on intermediate features

to enhance the performance. Experimental results show that the optimization

of intermediate layers can further improve the accuracy of low-resolution face65

recognition.

3) Experiments on LFW [10] and SCface [40] validate the effectiveness of

our method, and show that our approach is superior to sample-based methods

and comparable to state-of-the-art results.

2. Related Work70

In this section, we mainly introduce the development of LRFR from three

aspects: SR-based methods, Common subspace-based methods and Combined

methods.

2.1. SR-based methods

This kind of methods performs super-resolution reconstruction on low-resolution75

face images and recognizes the reconstructed images [14, 13, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].

Many traditional and deep learning methods can be applied to improve the

quality of LR images.

Traditional methods; [14] proposed to apply the super-resolution reconstruc-

tion on all local face blocks to obtain a more detailed super-resolution face image.80

Wu et al. [13] obtained HR images by the linear reconstruction of low-resolution

face images. Deep learning methods; [33] stacked small filters and adopted resid-

ual learning to promote the performance of reconstructed images. EDSR [34]

improved the residual blocks to better deal with the low-level problems. [35]

fuse the attention block to the residual blocks. [36] applied GAN to generate85
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the HR images and retained identity information at the same time. [37] used

face prior geometric knowledge to improve the LR images.

Although SR-based methods improve the visual effects of low-resolution face

images, they are not optimal for identification purposes, which limit further

improvements. Especially for the very low-resolution images, SR-based methods90

can not obtain well-reconstructed HR images. The SR-based methods will be

better to be auxiliary measures to improve the LRFR.

2.2. Common Subspace-based Methods

This kind of methods maps HR face images and LR face images into a com-

mon subspace and reduces the distances between the HR and LR features. We95

also introduce the works from traditional methods and deep learning methods.

Traditional methods; Zhou et al. [22] mapped HR and LR face images into

the same space using a linear mapping matrix. CKE [23] applied a kernel

function to the HR and LR face images to obtain the corresponding features.

[24] used two linear matrices to map HR and LR images into a common space100

respectively, and proposed a novel loss function to reduce the distance between

high-resolution and low-resolution images belonging to the same category while

enlarging the gap between different classes. [18, 15] learned a common space by

applying the same mapping matrix on HR and LR face images, and designed

a loss function that narrowed the intra-class distance and expanded the inter-105

class variances skillfully. Deep learning methods; [32] use the heterogeneous

joint Bayesian (HJB) classifier to narrow the distance between HR features and

LR features. [27] applied the Siamese network to low-resolution face recognition

problems. [28] and [11] extracted features by training the HR and LR face images

together. [11] additionally enhanced the network’s expression ability. Wang et110

al. [29] adopted a unique parameter sharing method to make high and low-

resolution space as close as possible. [31] adopted the improved triplet loss to

promote the accuracy further . [30] applied center loss on the LR network and

HR network respectively, and then reduce the distance between corresponding

HR images and LR images.115
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Common subspace-based methods usually see the HR network as the teacher

and then adjust the LR network. Most of the common subspace-based methods

optimize the LR network based on the samples of HR images and LR images,

which is local. In the follows, we will introduce a center-based method and

optimize the HR images and LR images belonging to the same class globally.120

2.3. Combined Methods

There are also many works combine above two methods to further promote

the accuracy of LRFR. [20] and [25] proposed a method which first recon-

structed the LR face images, and then mapped the reconstructed images into a

subspace. GenLR-Net [12] fixed the high-resolution network and fine-tuned the125

network for LRFR, which was optimized by using the loss function of multiple

high-level features. The super-resolution method was also applied to reconstruct

the low-level features by calculating the mean squared error (MSE) loss.

In this paper, we focus on the common subspace-based methods and pro-

posed a method to further narrow the distances between HR features and LR130

features.

3. The Proposed Method

In this section, we will introduce the structure of our networks and demon-

strate the motivation of our networks.

3.1. The Pipeline of CS-MHL-Net135

The overall network structure is shown in Fig.1, which is called CS-MHL-

Net. The left gray network is the HR network with fixed parameters, which is

served to extract the features of HR images. The right blue network is called the

LR network, which is fine-tuned in the training process and is used to obtain the

features of LR images. The network of the two branches is similar to [7] except140

that we change the stride in block ′MaxPooling′ from 2 to 1 and is initialized

with the same parameters of the pre-trained HR network. In the figure, HR and

LR network share the same classifier, and the loss function is Cosface [8], and the
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details are shown in subsection 3.2. To further narrow the differences between

HR images and LR images, we add multi-hierarchy loss in the intermediate145

layers, which is colored in green. In subsection 3.3, we represent the form of

multi-hierarchy loss. In the last fully connected layer, we add a contrastive loss

such as [18, 23] to reduce the distance between HR features and LR features.

3.2. Details on Shared Classifier

3.2.1. The Motivation of Shared Classifier150

In this paper, we apply two identical network structures to extract the fea-

tures from HR and LR face images, respectively. To narrow the difference

between HR and LR features, the methods such as [23, 24, 18, 22, 41, 15, 27]

designed the loss functions which reduce the distance between HR and LR face

images belonging to the same class and expand the inter-class variances. These155

approaches are sample-based methods and have a limited effect on reducing the

discriminations between HR and LR domain. We propose a class center-based

method, to say, fixing the class centers of the HR and LR images so that HR

and LR domain gap is further narrowed and the overlapping between HR and

LR space is enhanced. The class centers are fixed through sharing the classifier160

of the two branch network.

(a) HR (b) LR (c) The combine of HR and LR

Figure 2: The distribution of HR and LR digital features. We only show the features of

digits ’0’ and ’1’ to represent clearly.

To verify the superiority of the center-based method, we implement a toy

experiment on MNIST [42], which is a handwritten digital dataset and contains
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(a) Sample based method (b) Center based method

Figure 3: The training result of sample based method and center based method

(a) Select a batch of samples

randomly

(b) Select the same batch of LR

and HR samples

Figure 4: The impact of selecting the batch of training samples on center based method
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Table 1: The digital recognition accuracy of Eq.3 and Eq.2. The accuracy is obtained by

testing 10000 images which contain ten classes.

Eq.3 Eq.2

66.92% 75.77%

Table 2: The accuracy with different training batch selecting methods

Fig.4(a) Fig.4(b)

75.77% 75.88%

60, 000 training samples. The size of the original images, 28 × 28, is taken as

the HR digital images and we downsample the HR digital images to 3× 3 and165

then upsample the 3 × 3 images to 28 × 28 as the LR digital images. The HR

network is trained using Cosface [8] and we set s = 15 and m = 0.1.

In the following, we only show the features of digits 0 and 1 to better demon-

strate the difference of center-based method and sample-based method. In Fig.2,

the red dots of (a) shows the distribution of HR digital features. The green dots170

of (b) represents the LR digital features output from the HR network, which

demonstrates the HR network is not suitable to recognize very low-resolution

digital images. Fig.2 (c) combines the distribution of HR and LR digital fea-

tures. Fig.3 shows the HR and LR digital features after training the LR network

with the sample-based method and center-based method, respectively. Fig.3(a)175

represents the LR digital features which is trained with the contrastive loss in

Eq.3. In the experiment, we find that selecting the batch of HR and LR digital

images randomly leads to the failure of the convergence of LR network, so we

train the LR network with the same batch of HR digital images. Fig.3(b) shows

the LR digital features trained with Eq.2. From the two subfigures, it can be180

seen that the LR digital features on the left side are more scattered compared

to the right side. In addition, we further list the test accuracy in Table.1. In

the experiments, 10000 images which contain ten classes are tested to compare

the recognition accuracy, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of our

10
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center-based method.185

In the experiments, we find that the selection of samples has a great impact

on the sample-based method. We also experimentally analyze whether the same

impact exists in the center-based method. Fig.4 (a) shows the result of using

training batch selected randomly, while (b) shows the result of applying the

same batch with HR network. Fig.4 (a) and Fig.4 (b) almost show the same190

results. Table.2 illustrates the accuracy with different training batch selecting

methods. The results verify how to select samples in the training process almost

does not affect center-based samples.

Based on the above analysis of the sample-based method and center-based

method, the center-based method is more easy to carry out and can obtain195

better recognition accuracy on LR images.

3.2.2. Center based method

In section 3.2.1, we have represented the priority of sharing classifier, which

we also called center-based method. In this section, we demonstrate why sharing

classifier can be seen as the center-based method and explain the loss function200

in the shared classifier.

In the experiments, we normalize the classifier’s weights and the features

outputting from the two branch network. Then the corresponding normalized

weight of each class can be approximated as the class center, which can be

explained by Eq.1. In Eq.1, it is the derivative of Softmax loss, where C and N205

represent the number of categories and samples of a batch respectively. w is the

weight of the classifier. wyi and wj are the yith and jth columns. xi represents

the input feature of the classifier and the label of xi is yi. s is the scale to make

the network easier to converge. I(label(xi) = yi) is the indicator function, and

only when the condition is satisfied, its value is 1. With the form of ∂L
∂w̃yi

, we210

can find that the normalized weight w̃yi is updated by the weighted average of

xi. When the cosine distance between w̃yi
and xi is larger, the loss is smaller,

so w̃yi
can be seen as the ideal target. Because the shared classifier makes the

two branch network share the same w̃, we can fix the same center between LR
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images and the corresponding HR images.215

∂L

∂w̃yi

= − 1

N

N∑

i=1

sx̃i(1− pi)I(label(xi) = yi) (1)

where

pi =
esw̃

T
yi

x̃i

C∑
j=1

esw̃j
T x̃i

, w̃j =
wj

‖wj‖
, x̃i =

xi

‖xi‖
.

In this paper, we feed the features from HR and LR network into the same

classifier to make sure that the HR and LR images belonging to the same class

share the same class center. The loss function used in the classifier is cosface [8]

which is shown in Eq.2. m is the margin parameter and w̃yi
can be approximated220

as the center of the yith class.

Lclassifier = − 1

2N

2N∑

i=1

log
es∗(w̃yi

x̃i−m)

es∗(w̃yi
x̃i−m) +

∑C
j=1,j 6=yi

es∗w̃j x̃i

(2)

Sample-based methods such as contrastive loss optimize the LR face features

to approach the HR face features with the same class label, which demonstrates

that selecting HR and LR samples randomly in the training process is not

proper. The form of the training batch decides whether the LR network can225

converge and how fast the convergence is. Our center-based method means HR

and LR face features share the same class center. Therefore, the convergence

of LR face features is based on the class center instead of the HR face features

with the same label, which is more conducive to the clustering of the HR and

LR face features. In Section 4, we will verify the superiority of the center-based230

method through the experiments on LFW [10].

3.3. Multi-Hierarchy Loss

Based on the above loss function, we add contrastive loss [38, 39] to the

features xi to further optimize the network. Because we use cosine distance to

measure the difference between HR and LR features, we normalize the feature235

xi to obtain better performance. The equation is shown in Eq.3. xHR
i , xLR

i

represent the features extracted from HR network and LR network respectively.
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α is the parameter determining the minimum distance of the samples belonging

to different classes, which is estimated through experiments. When xHR
i and

xLR
i belong to the same categories, yi is 1, otherwise, yi = 0.240

Lcontrastive =
1

N

N∑

i=1

(yi ∗D2
i + (1− yi) ∗max(0, α−D2

i )) (3)

where

Di =
∥∥x̃HR

i − x̃LR
i

∥∥
2

As is shown in [43] and [44], enforcing the losses between intermediate layers

can boost the performance. In our paper, we make full use of HR and LR

intermediate features to optimize the network further. The intuitive idea is

to use the contrastive loss to optimize the intermediate features. Since the245

optimization of the intermediate features is not a classification problem, we

focus on the distance of HR and LR intermediate features in the same class.

The loss function is as follows.

Lintermediate =
1

Nsame ∗ h ∗ w ∗ c

Nsame∑

i=1

(yi ∗ ||fHR
i − fLR

i ||2) (4)

Where fHR
i and fLR

i are the intermediate features of HR and LR networks.

Nsame stands for the number of image pairs from the same categories in a batch.250

h, w, c are the height, width, and channels of intermediate features.

However, in the experiments, we observe that the recognition accuracy de-

creases when using Eq.4. The reason may be that the loss function Eq.4 is

not suitable for the optimization of intermediate features. We conjecture that

intermediate features contain task-specific information, but Eq.4 is a pixel-wise255

matching, which is not suitable for the network to extract more discrimina-

tive features. In this paper, we lose this constraint. First, we assume that the

influence of different resolutions is secondary to the identity information in in-

termediate features. Therefore, we apply max pooling layers to extract the main

information of intermediate features, which intend to extract identity informa-260

tion and to ignore the other interference factors. This max-pooling operation
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does not increase extra parameters. On the contrary, it reduces the amount of

calculation compared to the original operation. It also improves the recognition

accuracy in the experimentswhich will be verified in Sec.4. With max-pooling

operation, Eq.4 is transformed to Eq.5 which is called multi-hierarchy loss and265

P represents the operation of max pooling.

LMHL =
1

Nsame ∗ h ∗ w ∗ c

Nsame∑

i=1

(yi ∗ ||P (fHR
i )− P (fLR

i )||2) (5)

In summary, the loss function we applied in the experiments is a combination

of the above three loss functions. The total loss function is shown in Eq.6. λ

and β are the parameters obtained from experiments.

L = Lclassifier + λLcontrastive + βLMHL (6)

4. Experiments270

The experiments in this paper are conducted on LFW [10] and SCface [40].

CASIA-Webface [45] is the training dataset, which contains about 0.49M face

images from 10,575 subjects. Before training, the images are pre-whitened and

aligned by MTCNN [46]. The size of the images is 112*96. The corresponding

LR images are obtained by downsampling the HR images to the corresponding275

resolution and then are resized to 112*96. In this paper, the network structure

is inception resnet v1 [7, 6, 47]. In order to better adapt to the size 112*96,

we set the stride of the MaxPooling layer shown in Fig.1 to 1. Eq.2 is the base

loss function to train an HR network with the training set CASIA-Webface, and

the parameters of pre-trained HR network are loaded into the HR, LR networks280

and classifier as shown in Fig.1. In the training process of LR network, the

batch size in the experiments is 90, and the initial value of the learning rate

is 0.1 which will be reduced to 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 in step 30k, 70k and 120k

respectively.
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Figure 5: Examples in SCface. Each row shows the images taken from five cameras.

Table 3: Different Intermediate Features Performance on LFW

MaxPooling 5 x inception resnet A 10 x inception resnet B 5 x inception resnet C

94.583% 94.633% 94.8% 94.817%

Table 4: The Accuracy On Four Different Resolutions

8*8HL 8*8LL 12*12HL 12*12LL 16*16HL 16*16LL 20*20HL 20*20LL 112*96

HR SqueezeNet [48] 51.050% 62.100% 53.933% 62.700% 60.117% 67.367% 70.733% 73.017% 95.500%

LR SqueezeNet [48]+Eq.2 79.450% 86.667% 86.333% 90.933% 89.033% 92.800% 90.383% 93.400% 95.500%

LR SqueezeNet [48]+Eq.2+Eq.3 81.117% 86.000% 87.317% 90.600% 90.767% 92.717% 91.067% 93.767% 95.500%

LR SqueezeNet [48]+Eq.2+Eq.5 81.017% 88.117% 86.717% 90.600% 89.500% 92.717% 90.550% 93.033% 95.500%

LR SqueezeNet [48]+Eq.2+Eq.3+Eq.5 82.383% 87.817% 87.733% 90.467% 90.883% 92.867% 92.000% 93.500% 95.500%

HR LightCNN [49] 56.833% 67.800% 62.833% 68.300% 73.717% 66.150% 83.333% 72.783% 97.917%

LR LightCNN [49]+Eq.2 84.117% 86.167% 90.350% 90.600% 93.433% 92.800% 94.283% 93.500% 97.917%

LR LightCNN [49]+Eq.2+Eq.3 84.767% 88.467% 90.517% 90.883% 93.500% 93.350% 94.950% 94.417% 97.917%

LR LightCNN [49]+Eq.2+Eq.5 84.750% 87.950% 90.417% 91.017% 93.633% 93.283% 95.250% 94.417% 97.917%

LR LightCNN [49]+Eq.2+Eq.3+Eq.5 84.933% 88.300% 90.617% 91.167% 93.833% 94.033% 95.350% 94.667% 97.917%

HR ResNet [3] 64.883% 68.500% 73.883% 75.417% 81.983% 80.500% 88.950% 85.850% 98.533%

LR ResNet [3]+Eq.2 85.667% 85.583% 89.800% 88.383% 93.933% 92.133% 96.550% 95.167% 98.533%

LR ResNet [3]+Eq.2+Eq.3 85.750% 85.667% 91.817% 91.083% 95.333% 94.550% 96.717% 95.600% 98.533%

LR ResNet [3]+Eq.2+Eq.5 85.933% 86.133% 92.633% 92.367% 95.417% 94.500% 96.700% 95.867% 98.533%

LR ResNet [3]+Eq.2+Eq.3+Eq.5 86.650% 86.350% 92.867% 91.967% 95.433% 95.200% 96.733% 95.817% 98.533%

our HR network 54.683% 65.800% 63.467% 67.567% 79.750% 75.083% 90.433% 85.350% 99.100%

our LR network+Eq.3 87.317% 87.433% 93.733% 92.217% 96.317% 94.500% 97.583% 96.183% 99.100%

our LR network+Eq.2 89.017% 90.903% 94.617% 93.733% 96.917% 96.050% 97.933% 97.400% 99.100%

our LR network+Eq.2+Eq.3 89.117% 93.350% 94.767% 94.017% 97.033% 95.850% 97.983% 97.283% 99.100%

our LR network+Eq.2+Eq.5 89.300% 90.417% 94.817% 93.350% 97.000% 96.350% 98.000% 97.300% 99.100%

our LR network+Eq.2+Eq.3+Eq.5 90.033% 90.617% 94.900% 93.617% 97.183% 96.083% 98.150% 97.467% 99.100%
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4.1. Experiments on LFW285

LFW [10] contains 13233 images of 5749 subjects. The size of the test set is

6000. In our experiments, we downsample the dataset to four resolutions: 8*8,

12*12, 16*16, 20*20, then resize them to 112*96 using a bicubic interpolation

method. We will test the HR vs. LR (HL) face recognition accuracy and LR vs.

LR (LL) face recognition accuracy. When testing HL recognition accuracy, we290

fix one image of the pair and downsample the other. To verify the effectiveness

of our proposed loss function for the intermediate features, we use Eq.2 as the

loss function of the classifier and the proposed Eq.5 for the intermediate features

to test LFW. We take the 12*12 low-resolution face recognition as an example.

We use different intermediate layer features applied to Eq.5, and show the ex-295

perimental results in Table.3. The first row represents the corresponding middle

layers. From Table.3, we can observe that the higher-level features can achieve

better accuracy. As the amount of loss function of the intermediate features

increases, it is difficult to choose reasonable hyperparameters. Therefore, in our

experiments, the multi-hierarchy loss is only applied to the last output of block300

′5× inception resnet C ′.
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct

experiments on different networks, such as LightCNN [49], ResNet [3] and

SqueezeNet [48]. We also show the effect of the different combination of our

proposed loss functions. The specific experimental results are shown in Table.4.305

HR network represents the high-resolution network which is used for extract-

ing the features of HR images. LR network is the obtained training network

and is served for the LR images. 8 ∗ 8, 12 ∗ 12, 16 ∗ 16, 20 ∗ 20 and 112 ∗ 96

are the corresponding downsampled resolutions. From the table, we can see

that a higher recognition rate is achieved by combining the three loss func-310

tions. It can also show that the class center-based method is better than the

sample-based method, namely, the contrastive loss, especially on lower reso-

lution images (eg.8 ∗ 8). Table.4 verifies the contributions of Eq.5 applied to

intermediate features, which boost the performance on the HL recognition. In

this table, the LL recognition accuracies also perform better, which shows that315
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Table 5: Performance of Different Method At SCface

d1 d2 d3

MDS [50], [51] 60.3% 66.0% 69.5%

RIDN-HJB [32] 57.5% − −
DMDS [18] 61.5% 67.2% 62.9%

LDMDS [18] 62.7% 70.7% 65.5%

RICNN [28] 23.0% 66.0% 74.0%

our LR network+Eq.2+Eq.3+Eq.5 65.5% 87.2% 98.7%

our method can make the LR face images of the same category more compact.

4.2. Experiments On SCface

SCface [40] contains 130 subjects, and the images are obtained by five cam-

eras with different qualities. The examples are shown in Fig.5. Each person has

three images which are taken at different distances for each camera, namely d1320

(4.20m), d2 (2.60m), and d3 (1.00m). These three distances represent different

image resolutions. SCface also offers high-resolution mugshot images as gallery

images. In the experiments, we use the HR network trained by CASIA-Webface

and the 30*30, 20*20 LR network trained by our proposed method to test the

images from distances d3, d2, and d1 respectively. Same as [18], we divide325

the dataset in SCface into two parts, 50 of the 130 subjects as the training

set, and the remaining 80 subjects as the test set. Additionally, the training

set is selected randomly, and Eq.3 is used as a loss function in the process of

fine-tuning. The experimental results are shown in Table.5. We compare the

accuracy of our method with other methods, such as MDS [50], [51], DMDS,330

LDMDS [18]. RICNN [28]. From Table.5, we can see our method achieves the

highest accuracy in SCface, which shows the superiority of our method.
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5. Conclusions

In this letter, we propose a deep network named CS-MHL-Net to improve

the performance of LRFR. The shared classifier is more potent for the cluster335

of HR and LR face images compared to contrastive loss which we also apply to

optimize the network further. The multi-hierarchy loss of intermediate features

after max-pooling forces the network to extract more discriminative LR features.

Experiments on LFW and SCface demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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